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ANOTACE 

Téma této bakalářské práce by se dalo vyjádřit následující otázkou: je přesná percepce anglických 

vokálů /e/ a /æ/ nutnou podmínkou pro jejich správnou produkci? Práce nejprve v teoretické části 

popisuje a srovnává vokalické systémy angličtiny a češtiny, snaží se o literární rešerši k tématu 

osvojování druhého jazyka zejména s ohledem na percepci a produkci.  Za pomoci poznatků 

z teoretické části jsou vystavěny předpovědi výsledků percepčního a produkčního testu 

nacházejících se v praktické části.  

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 

osvojování cizího jazyka, percepce, produkce, samohlásky, česká angličtina, cizinecký přízvuk 

 

ANNOTATION 

The main area of interest of this bachelor thesis could be expressed by the question whether an 

accurate perception of English vowels /e/ a /æ/ is a necessity for the correct production. Firstly, in 

the theoretical part the different systems of vowels are described and compared. Then, the thesis 

tries to present the findings of the literature about the Second Language Acquisition. Based on 

these findings several predictions are made for the perception and production test from the 

practical part. 
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Second Language Acquisition, perception, production, vowels, Czech English, foreign accent 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The English language does not belong to English anymore. It does not belong to British 

either. In fact, even when considering all the native speakers of English combined 

(Americans, Australians, British, Irish, Canadian, South Africans, New Zealanders etc.) 

they would still represent only a minority among the people using English on a daily basis 

as an additional language to their own mother tongue. 

There are dozens of native accents of English and there are countless non-native ones. 

Each nationality has its own issues as far as the English pronunciation is concerned. 

Czechs, Italians, Spaniards, Russians, Chinese, Germans and surprisingly even Slovaks – 

they all sound differently when speaking English. It is a gross simplification and it is a 

subject of numerous stereotypes. Some of these stereotypes are depicted in the British 

comedy Mind Your Language that premiered on ITV in 1977. It seems that your native 

language, whatever it is, somehow affects your second language learning and this is what I 

find fascinating. 

Allow me to reveal my personal motivation that made me choose this topic. I noticed that 

it causes great difficulties to Czech students of English not only to perceive the difference 

between the words such as bet and bat but, subsequently, to produce the difference as well. 

I also noticed that in Pilsen, respectively in Klatovy where I come from, the vowel in the 

words such as mám (I have) or mák (poppy) sounds, to my ears, somewhat similar to the 

vowel in the words such as mad or map. Hence, the basic aim of this thesis is to find out 

whether the respondents from the south-west of the Czech Republic will show better 

perceptual or production abilities. 

The theoretical part consists of two chapters: chapter 2.1 describes vowels in general as 

well as the specific characteristic of the Czech and English vowels, while chapter 2.2 tries 

to put together the findings about the perception and production in the process of learning 

the second language reported in literature. Some of the findings covered in chapter 2.2. are 

used to predict the outcome of the experiment that is the central topic of chapter 3. 

The practical part includes perception and production tests. The preparation of both tests is 

described in chapter 3.1. The data analysis and results are provided in chapter 3.2. Chapter 

3.3. confronts the predictions (hypotheses) introduced in the beginning of chapter 3. with 

the results of the tests. Finally, there is a conclusion of the thesis in chapter 3.4. 
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2 THEORETICAL PART 

The theoretical part describes vowels in general and also the difference between English 

and Czech vowels with special focus on the Czech /e/ and English /e/ and /æ/. 

2.1 Vowels 

Speech sounds are traditionally divided into two categories, which are well known to the 

general public: consonants and vowels. From the phonetic point of view consonants are 

sounds made by a closure or a narrowing in the vocal tract, whereas vowels are sounds in 

which the vocal tract is open, the air-stream can escape freely and the movement of the 

tongue and lips is generally less prominent (Crystal 56). 

From the phonological point of view consonants are sounds appearing primarily in the 

onset or in the coda; the exceptions in English are syllabic consonants /l/, /r/ and /n/, which 

can appear in the nucleus. Vowels, on contrary, occur in the nucleus. 

A conflict between these two approaches may arise. Notice that the sounds /j, w/ do not 

obstruct the air-stream more than vowels do but from the phonological point of view these 

sounds “occur at the margins of syllables as in […] wet /wet/ and you /ju:/” (Crystal 57) 

Therefore they are classified as consonants or semi-vowels. 

2.1.1 Articulatory Characteristics of Vowels 

As mentioned earlier there is no obstacle to the air-stream when pronouncing vowels, 

therefore “during articulation no contact of speech organs can be identified” (Urbanová 

26).  The unique quality (colour) of each vowel depends on the shape and size of the 

resonant space in the mouth, which is determined by the horizontal and the vertical tongue 

position and also by the lips position. According to the horizontal tongue position we 

distinguish three groups of vowels: front, central and back. As far as the vertical tongue 

position is concerned we distinguish high, mid and low vowels or alternatively open, half-

open, half-close and close vowels. (Underhill 5). The vertical movement of the tongue is 

usually accompanied by movement of the lower jaw (Roach 11). 

This classification of vowels is directly inferred from the system of cardinal vowels, 

described by Daniel Jones in 1966. Each cardinal vowel represents the most extreme 
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position of the tongue when producing a vowel where the vocalic character of the 

particular vowel is preserved. A set of eight primary cardinal vowels can be seen in Figure 

1. The shape of the diagram in Figure 1 is, using geometric terminology, a trapezium 

determined by four points representing the four extreme cardinal vowels: /i/-front and 

close, /u/-back and close, /a/-front and open and finally /o/-back and open. The remaining 

four cardinal vowels emerge after adding two more vertical levels: half-close and half-

open. Lastly, the cardinal vowels 1-4 have an unrounded lip position, while the cardinal 

vowels 5-8 have a rounded lip position (Catford 166). The set of eight secondary cardinal 

vowels differs only in the lip position, which is inverted. 

 

 

Figure 1: The Cardinal vowels, inspired by 

Peter Roach 

2.1.2 Acoustic Characteristics of Vowels 

In order to understand the acoustic properties of vowels we need to learn something about 

the creation of speech sounds. At the outset, there is our intention to say something. Then, 

assuming that we want to utter a word containing a vowel, the vocal folds vibrate under the 

pressure of the air escaping from our lungs so that regular and repeated little bursts of air 

are released generating a sound-wave (Catford 168). The fundamental frequency (F0) 

expressed in Hertz (Hz) is the number of the little bursts per second. The sound-wave is a 

complex periodic wave made up of many simple periodic waves. The frequency of the first 

harmonic is F0, the frequency of the second harmonic is multiplied by two and so on. 

Then, the sound-wave is modified (by the different position of articulators described in the 

previous chapter) in the resonance chambers above the larynx – in the pharynx and in the 

oral cavity. “These cavities act as a series of resonators, which pick out and reinforce some 

frequencies in the sound-wave and subdue others” (Catford 168). These modified 

frequencies are known as formants (F1, F2, etc.). The source filter theory, described by 
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Gunnar Fant, see Fant (1960), operates with the terms source, which are the vocal folds, 

and filter, which are the resonance chambers above the larynx. It is usually believed that 

for the correct identification of vowels it is enough to know the first two formants 

(Skalničková 26). 

"There appear to be certain relationships between formants and the cavities of the vocal 

tract. [...] The first formant appears to be low when the tongue is high in the mouth" 

(Cruttenden 2008:20). 

 

  
Figure 2: Position of tongue when producing /i:/, /u:/ and /æ/ 

         

Looking at Figure 2 the F1 value of the front-close vowel /i:/ is, indeed, very low. It equals 

276 Hz. The F1 value back-close vowel /u:/ equals 289 Hz. From Figure 2 and Table 1 we 

can infer that the F1 value corresponds to vowel openness, while the F2 value corresponds 

to vowel frontness. It is apparent from Figure 2 that opening reduces the paryngeal 

resonance chamber, whereas front position reduces the oral cavity. Thus it seems that the 

oral cavity is responsible for the F2 value and the pharynx is responsible for the F1 value. 

But as Peter Ladefoged points out “"We must remember that the vocal tract has a very 

complex shape. [...] It is convenient to think of it in terms of simple tubes and separable 

cavities. But descriptions made in this way are always gross simplifications" (Ladefoged 

135). 

F1 F2 Vowel 

276 2338 /i:/ 

289 1616 /u:/ 

917 1473 /æ/ 

Table 1: The F1 and F2 values of /i:/, /u:/ 

and /æ/ (Hawkins and Midgley 2005) 
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Figure 3: Oscillogram and spektrogram of the word “buzz” recorded for the purposes of this thesis 

There are two basic graphical representations of a sound-wave. The first is called 

oscillogram. The example of oscillogram can be seen in Figure 3; it is the curve at the top. 

The x-axis of the graph represents time, while the y-axis represents the amplitude of the 

sound-wave. (Pálková: 88). It was the French mathematician and physician Joseph Fourier 

who first discovered that “every wave form no matter how complicated can be broken 

down into a basic set of smooth sine waves. Or, put another way, if you add up lots of 

different sine waves of different frequencies you can reproduce complicated waveform. 

Fourier studied heat but his mathematical analysis applies to sound as well, in fact, it 

applies to anything that can be described as a wave.” (Marcus du Sautoy 2014) 

The second graphical representation of a sound-wave is a spectrogram (see the lower part 

of Figure 3). In spectrograms, time is, again, represented on the x-axis. “The amplitude of 

the frequency components (which in spectra is indicated on the y-axis) is expressed by 

means of the degree of blackness (more energy, more blackness). As formants are 

frequency regions with a high energy (due to the filter resonances), in the spectrogram they 
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are displayed as dark bands” (Welker 2006). The exact formant values are marked as the 

red dots (Figure 3) 

To sum up, the final sound signal consists of the fundamental frequency, formant 

frequencies and harmonics. The characteristic quality of a vowel is determined by the 

shape and size of articulators above the larynx, in other words by the F1 and F2 values. 

Relying on F1 and F2 frequencies when distinguishing vowels is much more practical 

because it is not easy, if not impossible, to measure or locate the exact position of the 

tongue while the subject of interest is speaking. Moreover, “Since the same formant 

frequencies can be generated with a variety of articulatory positions, formant frequency 

location is a critical determinant of vowel quality rather than the positions of the 

articulators” (Reetz and Jongman 182). 

If we compare different languages we will discover several repeating patterns. Firstly, the 

vowels of quality near the cardinal vowel /i/ in different languages occupy the similar 

formant zone. There is the same situation, although less striking, with the vowels of the 

quality converging to the quality of the cardinal vowel /e/. Secondly, the sequence of 

vowels in accordance with the decreasing F2 that is to say from the highest F2 to the 

lowest F2 is regularly: /i/, /e/, /ɑ/, /o/ and /u/. Thirdly, for the vowels of the quality near the 

cardinal /i/ and /e/ there is a huge difference between F1 and F2; on the contrary, the 

vowels of the quality of the cardinal /ɑ/ have little difference in F1 and F2 (Palková 107). 

Apart from quality, intensity – “the amount of energy transmitted through the air” 

(Urbanová 7) and duration of vowels can be measured. 

2.1.3 Auditory Characteristics of Vowels 

It the previous two chapters it was described how the speech sounds are created 

(articulatory phase), how they are physically transmitted in form of sound waves 

(acoustics). The last step is about receiving speech. The auditory phonetics is “the branch 

of phonetics which studies the perceptual response to speech sounds, as mediated by ear, 

auditory nerve and brain” (Crystal 2008:44). 

”When we listen to a continuous utterance, we perceive an ever-changing pattern of sound. 

[…] We are aware that this changing pattern consists of variations of different kinds: of 

sound quality – we hear a variety of vowels and consonants; of pitch – we appreciate the 

melody or intonation, of utterance; of amplitude – some sounds or syllables sound 'louder' 
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than others; and length – some sounds will be longer to our ears than others.” (Crystal 

2008: 357) 

It is important to distinguish between the physical properties of a sound that can be 

measured such as frequency, amplitude (intensity) and duration and the corresponding 

properties based on the perception: pitch, loudness and length. 

2.1.4 The English Vowels 

There are twenty vowels (12 pure vowels and 8 diphthongs) in the Received Pronunciation 

(RP). This thesis deals with the pure vowels, which we can divide based on their quality. 

There can be distinguished openness (close, half-close, half-open, open) or, alternatively 

(high, mid, low). Then there is frontness (front, central, back) (Roach 12). Finally there is 

roundness of one‟s lips when producing a vowel it can be: round, neutral or spread (Roach 

13). According to Peter Roach (Roach 16) there are five long vowels in RP: /i:/, /ɑ:/, /ɔ:/,  

/u:/, /ɜ:/. There are seven short vowels in RP /ɪ/, /e/, /æ/, /ʌ/, /ɒ/, /ʊ/ and the schwa sound 

/ə/ that is slightly different from the other vowels (Roach 14). “If we compare some similar 

pairs of long and short vowels, for example /ɪ/ with /i:/ or /ʊ/ with /æ/ or  with /a:/, we can 

see distinct differences in quality (resulting from differences in tongue shape and position, 

and lip position) as well as in length. For this reason, all the long vowels have symbols 

which are different from those of short vowels” (Roach 16). In addition to the pure vowels 

there are eight diphthongs – “sounds that consist from a movement or glide from one 

vowel to another” (Roach 17). Figure 4 and Table 2 show the distribution of the 12 pure 

vowels of English. Many images and tables showing the English vowels based on the 

position of the tongue in the oral cavity as well as the lip position could be found in 

Underhill (2005) or in Skaličková (1982). 

 

 

Front Central Back 

High /i:/, /i/   /ʊ/, /u:/ 

Mid /e/ /ə/, /ɜ:/  /ɔ:/ 

Low /æ/ /ʌ/ /ɑ:/,  /ɒ/ 

Table 2: Distribution of the 12 pure vowels of RP 
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Figure 4: Pure vowels of RP. (Roach 242) 

The term called pre-fortis shortening or pre-fortis clipping needs to be explained. “English 

vowels are subject to pre-fortis clipping, then, when they are followed by a fortis 

consonant within the same syllable” (Wells 1990). John Wells claimed that it might be 

confusing to use the word “short” in the name of the rule “when pairs of phonemically 

distinct vowels such as /iː/ and /ɪ/ are also categorised as „long‟ and „short‟ (Wells 1990). 

Another definition, although not as accurate as the one of John Wells, was described by 

Adrian Underhill. “The general tendency is that vowels are shortened in stressed syllables 

closed by a fortis consonant  and are given more length in stressed syllables closed by lenis 

consonant ” (Underhill 19). In English the fortis consonants, produced with strong breath 

force, correspond with the unvoiced consonants, while the lenis consonants, produced with 

weaker breath force, correspond with the voiced consonants. The reason behind the 

tendency lies in the fact that the sum of the duration of a vowel plus a fortis consonant 

equals the sum of the duration of the vowel plus a lenis consonant (Urbanová 29). It is a 

well-known fact (according to Urbanová 29) that a lenis consonant is shorter than its fortis 

counterpart. Putting the last two claims together, it is now clear that “the difference in 

quantity of consonants is compensated by modification of the vocalic quantity” (Urbanová 

19). It appears that the duration of the vowel as the distinguishing feature pales into 

insignificance when compared to the vowel quality. 
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The vowels described in this chapter are in fact vowels of one accent of English only – the 

Received Pronunciation also known as The Queen‟s English, the BBC English or the 

Oxford English. The last edition of Gimson's Pronunciation of English (Cruttenden 2014: 

80) states that nowadays it is preferred to use the term General British due to the negative 

connotations that RP, which is "considered to be "posh", to be associated with upper-class 

families, with public schools"  (Cruttenden 2014: 80).There is a BBC radio 4 podcast “RIP, 

RP”. The aptly named radio programme comments on the decay of the traditional, 

conservative RP. The RP is often described as typically British, although it has “a 

negligible presence in Scotland and Northern Ireland and is arguably losing its prestige 

status in Wales. It should properly, therefore, be described as an English, rather than a 

British accent” (British Library). Also only roughly 2% (according to the British Library) 

of the UK population speak it; paradoxically it is probably the most frequently described 

variety of spoken English in the world maybe thanks to its intelligibility. There are many 

other regional accents of English, ”although RP is considered regionally non-specific the 

majority of speakers of this accent live in, or originate from, the south-east of England” 

(Roach 2004), unfortunately these are not the subject matter of this thesis. For more 

information see (Wells 1982) or (Ferragne & Pellegrio 2010) where the description of 

vowels in thirteen accents of the British Isles is provided. A comment on the great variety 

in English accents as well as on the obsession with these accents by English people might 

be found in the preface of Bernard Shaw‟s Pygmalion: "It is impossible for an Englishman 

to open his mouth without making some other Englishman hate or despise him." (Shaw 

Preface) 

Regarding the acoustic description of RP vowels, Table 2 provides the values of F1 and F2 

from three different sources: Wells (1962), who examined two lecturers and twenty-three 

students of the University of London, all males above 18, Deterding (1990), who studied 

eight males and eight females of unspecified ages, both taken from (Cruttenden 2008:98), 

and from Hawkins and Midgley (2005) studying twenty males divided into four age 

groups. The different sources were chosen in order to illustrate the changes in vowels of 

RP that took place in the 43-year-gap existing between the Wells' and Hawkings' & 

Midgley's data (H&M). The findings of the latest study by H&M highlight “a progressive 

tendency for F1 to be higher in /e/ and especially /æ/” (Hawkins and Midgley 2005). If we 

compare the youngest group from the H&M study with the study provided by Wells it 

seems to be true only for /æ/ but not for /e/. The participants from the Wells‟ study show 
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significantly higher F1 values in /e/, / æ/, /ʌ/, /ɒ/, /ɔ:/ and /ɜː/ than the participants of 

the oldest group from the research done by H&M, which is surprising because both 

research groups contain men roughly of the same age (In the Wells‟ study the participants 

are around twenty by implication their date of birth would be approximately twenty years 

before the research, that is to say roughly in 1942. Similarly, the participants of the oldest 

group from H&M survey would have been born at least sixty-five years before the survey 

in 2005, that is to say in 1940.) Perhaps it is not ideal to compare two different data 

samples each collected in a different time period but what one would expect is that the F1 

value of the incriminated vowels would follow the rising trend described in H&M but 

certainly not to do exactly the opposite. We could find possible explanation in H&M 

stating “[…] typically for the period of his study Wells (1962) used no fillers, and a single 

carrier phrase in which the critical word was stressed and utterance-final. Pronunciation in 

these conditions can be hyperarticulated.” 

vowel 
Wells (1962) Deterding (1990) Hawkings and Midgley (2005) 

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 

  males males Females males (65+) males (20-25) 

/i:/ 285 2373 275 2221 319 2723 285 2283 276 2338 

/i/ 356 2098 382 1958 432 2296 382 2024 393 2174 

/e/ 569 1965 560 1797 645 2287 454 1962 600 1914 

/æ/ 748 1746 732 1527 1011 1759 644 1678 917 1473 

/ʌ/ 722 1236 695 1224 813 1422 630 1213 658 1208 

/ɑː/ 677 1083 687 1077 779 1181 665 1085 604 1040 

/ɒ/ 599 891 593 866 602 994 518 875 484 865 

/ɔː/ 449 737 453 642 431 799 391 616 392 630 

/ʊ/ 376 950 414 1051 414 1203 376 990 413 1285 

/u:/ 309 939 302 1131 339 1396 301 994 289 1616 

/ɜː/ 581 1381 513 1377 650 1593 475 1321 494 1373 

 

Table 3: The F1 and F2 values of the RP vowels. (Cruttenden 2008:98, Hawkins and Midgley 2005) 
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Using the F1 and F2 values for the males of the age 65+ that can be seen in the Table 

3, Graph 1 was created in order to show the distribution of these sounds graphically. 

F2 

 

Graph 1: The distribution of the pure vowels of RP produced by males of the age of 65+. (Hawkins and 

Midgley 2005) 

2.1.5 The Czech Vowels 

On the basis of the standard classification translated from Palková (1997:170), the Czech 

language discriminates five vowels of different quality, each containing the short and the 

long variant. In addition, there are three diphthongs but their usage is restricted to the 

words of foreign origin. For example: autor (author), Austrálie (Australia). Unlike English 

Czech vowels do not undergo reduction and, therefore, are pronounced fully in any 

syllable. Furthermore, the influence of neighbouring sounds is negligible. 

From the articulatory point of view there are high, mid and low vowels (based on the 

vertical position of the tongue) as well as front, central and back vowels (based on the 

horizontal position of tongue). The short vowels and their long counterparts do not differ in 

quality excluding /ɪ/ and /i:/; /ɪ/ is more open, contrarily /i:/ is more closed. As we can see 

in Table 4 where the vowels are depicted based on the position of the articulators. the only 

short-long vowel couple that has two different phonetic symbols is, as expected, the pair 

/ɪ/-/i:/ (Fonetický ústav 2011).The new development observed by Skarnitzl and Volín 

(2012) suggests that there is a significant difference between the quality of the short /u/ and 
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the quality of the long /u:/. If this trend continues it will be necessary to distinguish the two 

vowels even in transcription, possibly by replacing the short /u/ by the English /ʊ/. 

The lip articulation (see Table 4) is a characteristic feature of Czech language (Palková  

171). 

Tongue position Front Central Back 

High /i:/, /ɪ/   /u/, /u:/ 

Mid /e:/,/e/   /o/, /o:/ 

Low   /a/, /a:/   

Lip spreading rounded unrounded 

Table 4:The distribution and lip spreading of 10 Standard Czech vowels. (Palková 171) 

 

Regarding the acoustic properties of the Czech vowels, Table 5 provides male values of F1 

and F2 from two different sources: the data from 1941 collected by Hála quoted in Palková 

(173) and the newest data available collected by Skarnitzl and Volín (2012). 

 

 

Skarnitzl (2012) Hála (1941) 

 

F1 F2 F1 F2 

i 415 1943 355 2120 

i: 282 2255 326 2230 

e 566 1519 572 1660 

e: 576 1578 510 1750 

a 649 1286 750 1280 

a: 697 1206 795 1175 

o 458 1055 580 982 

o: 484 1028 530 900 

u 359 937 385 758 

u: 304 769 350 680 

Table 5: The F1 and F2 values of 10 Standard Czech vowels, (Skarnitzl and Volín 2012, Palková (173)) 

The vowels of standard Czech were described above. Standard Czech bears a resemblance 

to the vowels of the RP because it is also not bound to one region only and it is believed to 

be a cultivated accent. Likewise in the RP there are also many regional accents and 

tendencies. In some accents of Moravia there are tendencies to pronounce vowels more 

closed, on contrary in central Bohemia there is a tendency for vowels to be more open. 
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Another accent from the area around Vsetín uses the short vowels only (Palková, 1997: 

171). The regional variant of the vowel /a:/ from the south-west of Bohemia should bear a 

resemblance to the English /æ/ Skarnitzl and Volín (2012). The vowels are very vulnerable 

to change their quality in time as we might learn from Hawkins and Midgley (2005). We 

may find the same in Czech if we compare the two studies in Table 5. 

The trend that the position of tongue in the Czech /a:/ has been moving to the front and it 

has started to resemble the English /æ/ was hypothesised but not confirmed in the study by 

Skarnitzl and Volín (2012). 

2.1.6 General Differences between Czech and English Vowels 

There are 12 pure English vowels when compared to 10 Czech vowels. In English the 

differences in timbre (quality) are of primal importance, whereas in Czech it is an 

insignificant, secondary feature. The differences in quantity (duration) are, on the contrary, 

the inherent segmental characteristics used for the vowel discrimination. The last but not 

least difference is in the different place of articulation. In essence, there is a different 

position of the tongue. In Czech, the tip of a tongue is basically always in contact with the 

lower incisors, the gingiva underneath them but in English the tip of a tongue hardly ever 

comes in contact with these areas and it sticks up rather freely. (Skalničková 79) 

 

2.1.7 The Czech /e/ versus the English /e/ and /æ/ 

In general the English /e/ is more closed and more fronted than English /æ/, whereas the 

Czech /e/ lies somewhere inbetween. 

The data from different time periods clearly suggest (Table 6 and Graph 2) that there is a 

tendency for the English /æ/ to become significantly more open and a little more back 

whereas the English /e/ tends to become only a little more open and a little more fronted. 

Using the newest data available we can see, looking at Table 6 and Graph 2, that the Czech 

/e/ occupies the vowel space of the approximately same openness as its English counterpart 

/e/ but the frontness (of the Czech /e/) is approximately in between the English vowels /e/ 

and /æ/. 
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F1 F2 Vowel 

572 1660 Czech /e/ (2012) 

560 1797 English /e/ (1990) 

732 1527 English /æ/ (1990) 

645 2287 English /e/ (1990)-F 

1011 1759 English /æ/ (1990)-F 

600 1914 English /e/ (2005) 

917 1473 English /æ/ (2005) 

Table 6: F1 and F2 values of the Czech /e/, English /e/ and English /æ/. (Cruttenden (2008:98), Skarnitzl and 

Volín 2012, Palková (173)) 

F2 

 

Graph 1: The change of F1 and F2 values of the English vowels /e/ and /æ/ in time. 

2.2 Perception and Production in the Process of Acquiring L2 

This chapter attempts to address two points. Firstly, it comments on the enormous 

capabilities that a young human mind possesses and on the gradual decline of these 

capabilities when getting older. Secondly, the main area of concern of this thesis is a 

second language phonology acquisition – acquisition of the sound system of the L2. Many 
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researchers have studied how people perceive second (foreign) language. Several theories 

trying to reveal the connection between perception and production were gradually formed 

and these theories are presented in this chapter, 

Shortly after birth, there seems to be a period of time when people are extremely sensitive 

to speech. It was confirmed (by studies by Janet Werker, quoted in Brown 2000) that even 

one-month-old infants distinguish the contrasts not only of their parent‟s language but even 

of other languages. The capability to make out the non-native contrast, however, 

disappears very quickly when the phonological system of L1 is established. This 

phenomenon was also present in the study carried out by Pallier and Gallés (1997). The 

study was focused on the Spanish/Catalan bilinguals from Barcelona. The results were 

unexpected; the bilinguals with the dominance of Spanish did not perform as well as the 

bilinguals with the Catalan dominance in the perception test in which the Catalan vowels 

occurred. 

Everybody who has ever tried to learn a second language (L2) can confirm that it is hard 

work. Regardless how hard an adult learner tries he/she will rarely master the L2 at the 

same level as his/her L1. “The disparity between L2 and L1 acquisition is perhaps most 

apparent with respect to the acquisition of a second phonological system” (Brown 2000). 

“Second language learners often have extraordinary difficulty mastering the pronunciation 

and intonation patterns of their L2. This lack of success is often taken as evidence that 

Universal Grammar (UG) does not operate in second language acquisition; but, perhaps 

there is another explanation. As White (1989) points out, other factors, in addition to UG, 

are necessary for successful first and, presumably, second language acquisition (for 

example, sufficient input and various learning mechanisms)“ (Brown 2000).  

The general knowledge says that if you want to learn a second language (L2) the earlier 

you start the better.  This observation made from the worm‟s-eye view is actually the main 

idea behind the Critical Period Hypotheses (CPH) provided by Eric Leneberg (Lenneberg 

158), which says that there is a certain point in life after which L2 learning ability shrinks 

noticeably. The neurological reason behind this phenomenon should lie in the loss of 

plasticity of the human brain once it is mature. This boundary is called the critical age and 

Leneberg hypothesised it is around the age of twelve (Lenneberg 158). The theory 

perfectly supports the common knowledge that the majority of late L2 speakers has foreign 

accent from the L1 speakers perspective, however, it does not explain how it is possible 
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that some late L2 learners perform like natives. Evidence of this can be found in the book 

Language Experience in Second Language Speech Learning (Ocke-Schwen 110) 

containing an experiment in which late learners of French achieved native like production. 

The rest of this chapter deals with the most prominent SLA theories. 

It is inevitable and desirable to applaud to the initial contribution of the Prague Linguistic 

Circle to SLA. It was Nikolai Trubetzkoy (Trubetzkoy 52) who conceived the 

phonological system as a sieve (filter) through which all the sounds of L2 are perceived 

and classified. People tend to use the sieve of their mother tongue intuitively, "however, 

since this sieve is not suited for the foreign language, numerous mistakes and 

misinterpretations are the result" (Trubetzkoy 52). For example in the Russian language 

“quantity and stress parallel each other and form an indivisible unity for speakers of 

Russian”. Therefore Russian stressed vowels are longer than the unstressed vowels. In 

Czech the initial syllable is always stressed but unlike in Russian a vowel in a stressed 

syllable does not have to be longer than in an unstressed syllable. “The vowel quantity in 

Czech “often serves to differentiate the meaning of words "píti" (to drink): pití (the 

drinking). This presents a source of great difficulty for Russians learning Czech and for 

Czech speakers studying Russian” (Trubetzkoy 54). From this reason, a Russian learner of 

Czech will, using his native filter, “pronounce instead of / ˈkuka:tko/ (opera glasses) and 

/ˈkaba:t/ (skirt) either / ˈku:katko/ and /ˈka:bat/ or / kuˈka:tko / and /kaˈba:t/” (Trubetzkoy 

54). The author of this thesis – a native speaker of Czech, humbly dares to express his 

uncertainty about the word “kabát” being translated as skirt. The meaning might have been 

lost in the translation of the original Trubetzkoy book to English. 

Robert Lado was the first one who addressed the question “how the L1 influenced the 

acquisition of L2 segments, where acquisition was measured by the learner‟s ability to 

produce those segments” (Brown 2000). Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH) defined 

by (Lado 2) suggests that it would be simple to produce L2 phonemes that are similar to L1 

phonemes; on the other hand the L2 phonemes that differ from L1 would be difficult to 

produce. In other words the similarity of L1 and L2 is helpful but when L1 and L2 are 

different it could cause problems. It sounds logical but Flege (1987) shows exactly the 

opposite – that similar sounds cause more problems. In his study Flege examined the 

French vowels /y/ and /u/ produced by Americans that lived or studied in Paris. The French 

/u/ is similar to the English /u/ but it is more fronted. The French vowel /y/ is unlike any 
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English vowel (Delattre 83). The output indicated that the vowel /u/ was produced more 

fronted than it should be whereas the vowel /y/ was produced almost perfectly.  

The effect refuting CAH is called the equivalence classification and it is based on James 

Emil Flege‟s Speech Learning Model (LSM).The model assumes that “phonetic learning 

ability remains intact through the lifespan” (Flege, 1991:281), yet L2 speech learning is 

unlike L1 speech learning. This happens (according to Flege) because we are set to 

produce and perceive the sound of L1, consequently our phonetic system becomes less apt 

to adopt new phonetic categories. With respect to our L1 a phoneme is identified as either 

similar, then we substitute the sound for our L1 variant, or a new then we eventually 

produce it independently on the L1. It is hypothesised that the disorders in production in 

L2 that are perceived as foreign (L2 accent) by natives are caused by the equivalence 

classification that is to say that similar sounds tend to be classified as sounds from the L1 

filter. 

Another model is the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best 1995). The basic 

premise of PAM “of cross-language speech perception is that non-native segments tend to 

be perceived according to their similarities to, and discrepancies from, the native segmental 

constellations that are in closest proximity to them in native phonological space” (Best, 

1995: 193). The model describes several different cases of assimilation. Two-Category 

Assimilation is the example where each of two L2 sounds is assimilated to a different L1 

sound. For instance the English consonants /p/ and /t/ are assimilated into the Czech 

counterparts /p/ and /t/.  Single-Category Assimilation (SC Type) causes problems because 

two L2 phonemes are assimilated into only one L2 phoneme and L2 learner cannot 

distinguish between these two. A slightly better variant is Category-Goodness Difference 

where two L2 phonemes are assimilated into only one L1 phoneme but one is considered a 

better fit therefore the discrimination between the two L2 phonemes is better than in SC 

Type. 

Another approach presented by Nick Clements (Clements 1985) is known as Feature 

Geometry. It is based on distinctive properties called features shared by certain phonemes. 

For example all the English vowels could be expressed by the following matrix [-cons, 

+son, +syll], which means: the vowels are not consonants, all the vowels are sonorants and 

all the vowels function as the peak of a syllable. There are many different kinds of features 

such as the major features used in the example, features of manner (continuants, strident, 
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etc.), place (labial, coronal, dorsal etc.), laryngeal features (voice, spread glottis, 

constricted glottis). The uniqueness of this approach resides in its hierarchical structure. 

Brown (2000) hypothesizes using the theory of feature geometry that L2 perception 

depends on the L1 feature inventory. That is to say if a contrastive feature exists in L1 then 

L2 learners will be able to perceive phonemes that correspond with this feature correctly, 

despite the fact that these phonemes might not occur in his/her L1 phonetic inventory 

(White, 2003:155) 

To support this claim Brown provides a study containing Japanese and Chinese speakers. 

In both “languages the /l/ and /r/ sounds are allophones; they do not contrast.” (White, 

2003:155). The distinctive feature [coronal] is present only in Chinese in order to 

distinguish L1 alveoar /s/ from retroflex /s/ (Brown 2000). Chinese speakers were able to 

distinguish between the English /l/ and /r/ successfully using the [coronal] feature that is 

present in their L1 inventory, whereas Japanese speakers were unable to distinguish 

between the English /l/ and /r/ since the [coronal] feature is missing in their L1 inventory. 

The findings appear to be in collision with Flege‟s SLM, which would predict that Chinese 

speakers and Japanese speakers should face the similar difficulties when distinguishing the 

English /l/ and /r/. This seems to be a strange case of heterogeneity. Once again it is the 

absence of the [coronal] feature in Japanese L1 inventory that causes that the /l/ and /r/ 

sounds are not discriminated. On the contrary, there is the [coronal] feature in Chinese L1 

inventory. This is the reason why “they can use this feature to categorize /l/ and /r/ as being 

distinct, even though these particular sounds are not contrastive in Chinese.” (White, 

2003:155) 

Another example of the study where the theory of distinctive features is involved is the one 

provided by McAllister (2002). The feature in question was a phonemic [length] that has a 

key role in Swedish for making out the difference between vowels. Spanish and English 

listeners were involved because their languages do not operate with the [length] feature. 

Estonian speakers were involved because in their language, as in Swedish, the vowels are 

made out on the basis of the phonemic feature [length]. The output confirmed the 

prediction that the Estonians would adopt their [length] feature and extremely convincingly 

differentiate the Swedish vowels that are very different from their L1 vowels. On the 

contrary English and Spanish failed in the perception task (they were unable to 
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differentiate the Swedish vowels) because they do not have the [length] feature in their L1 

directories. 

It would be interesting to recreate the experiment with a Czech group instead of an 

Estonian one. The conclusion should be the same that is to say Czechs should be able to 

differentiate the Swedish vowels correctly as the Estonians did because, as mentioned in 

the previous chapter, the Czech language relies on [length] in identifying vowels. 

A surprising discovery in favour of the theory of distinctive features was made in the field 

of neuroscience. After attaching electrodes directly to the brain (the primary function of the 

electrode was to diagnose the sources of epilepsies) Mesgarani at al. (2014) observed that 

it is not phonemes that are important but the groups of phonemes sharing the particular 

abilities that we call features. The idea that we learn our first language accordingly to the 

hierarchical structure of the nodes in the feature geometry model tree is in concord with the 

Brown‟s findings that “children first phonologically differentiate labials from velars, 

followed by labials from coronals. They do not distinguish the segments that require 

coronal node, such as /l/ and /r/, until relatively late” (Brown 2000). Even learning L1 

seems to be divided into blocks. 

 

2.2.1 The Relationship of Perception and Production 

It is still an unrevealed mystery, whether perception precedes production or vice 

versa (in the process of second phonology acquisition). The basic logic would suggest that 

an individual must hear the phoneme at first and then he/she is able to produce it. This is 

actually the way we learn our mother tongue. At the outset of our life we only listen. In 

addition people with auditory disorders or deaf people struggle to produce speech sounds 

correctly. Regardless of the generally accepted and indeed logical view there are studies 

indicating that the things are actually more complex. 

The inexperienced German speakers of English failed to produce the contrast 

between /e/ and /æ/ but they managed to persuasively separate /e/ from / æ/. However 

unlike the English native speakers they relied on duration of the sound rather than on its 

quality (Bohn, Flege 1997). Luckily for the German speakers /æ/ differs from /e/ not only 

in quality but in quantity as well therefore they are able to identify /æ/ correctly using the 

[length] feature, which occurs in German. It is the same example as discussed in the 
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previous chapter. Of course, when it came to production the inexperienced German 

speakers were not able to produce the correct quality of /æ/. The group of experienced 

German speakers of English on contrary “produced the native-like contrast, but still did not 

use spectral information as much as the native listeners in differentiating /e/ and /æ/ (Bohn, 

Flege 1997)”.The authors of the study argue that the influence of experience on production 

might be more noticeable because production deficiency immediately attracts the attention 

of the native speaker and sometimes it might provoke negative feelings towards the L2 

speaker. Quite opposite the deficiency in perception is invisible and once the sufficient 

perception proficiency is achieved there is no need for further improvement.  

The same results (production can be more accurate than perception) and, furthermore, the 

same explanation of the results – “the social consequences of non-native production are 

more important than those of non-native perception” (Llisteri 1995)) could be found in the 

contributions of Molly Mack studying French-English bilinguals (Mack 1989) and Amy 

Sheldon studying Korean /l/ and /r/ (Sheldon 1989).  

Another study provided by Sheldon and Strange (1972) studied Japanese speakers of 

English living in the United States. It was shown, again, that the production abilities were 

greater than the perception ones. 

Above, several studies were documented where the perception failed to keep up with 

production. The motivation behind this phenomenon was also illustrated (social 

consequences of non-native production). Cynthia Brown tries to explain how this is 

technically possible –“Japanese speakers, for example, have been shown to correctly 

articulate /l/ and /r/, despite their inability to perceive a difference between these two 

sounds. This is possible since adult learners have a developed motor control system and are 

able (with practice) to execute the necessary articulations.” (Brown 2000). 
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3 PRACTICAL PART 

Having listed a solid theoretical background of the English and Czech vowel systems as 

well as the theories concerning L2 acquisition and the interrelation between perception and 

production we can turn our attention to the practical part. The results shown in chapter 

2.2.2 clearly suggest that the relation of perception and production is more complicated 

than it seems. Thus, the aim of this part of the thesis is to find out something about the 

relation of perception and production on the example of two English vowels and by doing 

so to contribute a little to the matter. The vowels we put under scrutiny are /e/ and /æ/. As 

you can see in the Graph 2 in chapter 2.1.7 – the quality of the English /e/ and /æ/ differs 

from the quality of the Czech /e/. Graph 2 in chapter 2.1.7 clearly shows that the English 

/e/ is more fronted and only a little more closed than the Czech /e/. The English /æ/ is 

significantly more open and more back than the Czech /e/. 

Based on the theoretical part several predictions of the output were put together: 

1) The English vowels /æ/ and /e/ will be assimilated into the Czech /e/ because it 

is, in standard Czech, the only L1 vowel of a similar quality. It will be, using 

PAM‟s model, either the Single Category Assimilation or the Goodness-

Difference Category. The prediction is that the participants will more likely 

identify the vowel /e/ correctly since it is still closer to the Czech /e/ than the 

English /æ/ is. 

2) Bearing in mind that our research data comes from the south-west of Bohemia, 

thus /æ/ should be similar to the regional variant of the Czech /a:/ (Skarnitzl 

and Volín 2012), it is predicted that the English /e/ will be assimilated into the 

Czech /e/ and the English /æ/ will be assimilated into the regional variant of the 

Czech /a:/. In PAM terms it will be the example of Two-Category 

Assimilation. 

3) In general there is a difference in length between the English /e/ and /æ/. It is 

predicted that in the cases where /æ/ does not undergo reduction in length that 

is to say where it is not followed by a fortis consonant, the intermediate Czech 

students should be able to discriminate the phoneme correctly using the feature 

[length] that is present in the Czech feature inventory for distinguishing the 

Czech vowels. 
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4) On contrary the students should struggle if the /æ/ is shortened because they 

cannot rely on the [length] feature. In these cases they will identify the 

phoneme as /e/ or /ʌ/. 

5) The long variant of /e/ before lenis consonants could be mixed up with /æ/, 

again due to the [length] feature. 

6) Finally, the regional variant of the standard Czech /a:/ will be close to the 

quality of the English /æ/. In other words the question is whether the speakers 

from the south-west Bohemia actually pronounce the standard Czech /a:/ more 

frontly and more openly. The symbol [aː] is used, as shown in Graph 3, for this 

hypothetical regional variant. It is important to mention that the “+” symbol in 

allophonic transcription means that the sound is more fronted and the “T” 

symbol means that the sound is lowered, that is to say that it is pronounced 

more open (International Phonetic Association: 173). 

 

F2 

 

 

Graph 3: Prediction of the similarity between the hypothesised south-west Bohemian [aː] and the English /æ/. 
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3.1 The Experiment 

We designed an experiment consisting of two parts: the perception and production tests. 

For the purposes of the perception test it was essential to record a person speaking RP. The 

person was Steve originally from the western part of Greater London. Steve is 50 years old 

and he spent the last 20 years, with short breaks, outside of the United Kingdom. He lived 

in South Africa, in Australia in Spain and in Brazil before he finally settled in the Czech 

Republic. Steve is around 50. Recording took place in a silent room to avoid any 

undesirable background noises. The perception task included several one-syllabic items. 

The number of items, as well as their selection and distribution is discussed in the 

corresponding section of this chapter. Immediately after the perception test the students 

undertook the production task, which is again described in the corresponding section. 

3.1.1 The Data and Answer Sheet for the Perception Test 

There are 30 items in the perception test plus four trial items. There are six minimal pairs 

where the vowel /æ/ is followed either by fortis or lenis consonants, for example cap-cab. 

The same pattern is used for the vowels /e/, containing six minimal pairs for example set-

said, and /ʌ/, containing three minimal pairs for example cup-cub. The lenis contra fortis 

endings are used due to the different duration of the preceding vowel. In the answer sheet 

(see appendix 1) the items are split into six blocks (the first one is a training block) and the 

individual words are distributed in a randomized order. In the heading there are questions 

to get relevant information from the participants. It is important to mention that the 

perception test is written in Czech. Here the questions are translated into English in the 

same order as listed in the heading: How old are you? What is your gender? How long 

have you been learning English? How often are you in contact with the native speakers of 

English? How often do you watch TV, TV series or movies in English? 

In the heading there are questions concerning the age, gender, length of studies, the 

frequency of contact with natives and how often the students watch movies or TV series in 

English. The answers are used in the further analysis. Under the heading there is a short 

description of the perception test and also a paragraph with instructions for the test. 

Because the description is in Czech, here is the translation: You will hear 34 words divided 

into the blocks 1-6. Block number 1 is a trial block. Blocks 2-6 are the live test. There will 

be a short pause between the blocks. You will hear each word twice. There is a bell sound 

introducing a new word. As far as the instructions are concerned, here is the translation – 
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Based on your listening always mark only one option. Choose the option you actually hear, 

not the one you believe it would fit. The recording was made using Tascam DR-07 portable 

digital recorder. The native speaker was instructed to speak slowly to make pauses but at 

the same time not to overplay. The recording was then cut into pieces using the program 

Audacity and put together in a randomized order with a bell sound in between the words. 

The list words used in the perception task follows (not in the order used in the task): map, 

pen, fun, pan, lead-let, said-set, wed-wet, edge-etch, peg-peck, dead-debt, lab-lap, had-hat, 

cab-cap, badge-batch, bad-bat, bag-back, buzz-bus, bug-buck, cub-cup 

The perception test went through the piloting process that helped to create its final form.  

In the process four university students, none of them specialized in linguistics, suggested 

several changes: to repeat each word twice, to lengthen the pause between the items and 

also between the blocks, to explain the task more clearly and finally not to hurry. Mainly 

the first two suggestions were found to be very useful. It prevented the participants from 

getting lost and reduced the stress factor. 

3.1.2 The Production Test 

The items used in the production test partly overlap with the ones used in the perception 

test. The set of the following words was chosen: bat, bad, let, lead (past participle), pen, 

pan and hat. In addition to these, two Czech words were chosen: máma (mother) and mák 

(poppy), as it was hypothesised that the quality of the Czech /a:/ would match the quality 

of the vowel /æ/. The English words were transcribed using the International Phonetic 

Alphabet whereas the Czech words were written in a normal way. The order was again 

randomized creating the following sequence: /bæt/, /let/, /hæt/, /bæd/, /led/, /pen/, /pæn/, 

máma, mák. 

3.1.3 The Participants and the Test Management 

Eighteen students, three males and fifteen females, from the first year of the nursing school 

in Klatovy, participated in the perception test (see appendix 3). Out of the eighteen 

students, twelve were originally from Klatovy, two from Horažďovice, two from 

Domažlice, one from Pilsen and one from Sušice. Thus, it is possible to say that all 

participants were from the area creating a circle around Klatovy with the perimeter of 41 

km. The students claimed to have studied English for 7-10 years. The level of English of 

the subjects was assessed by their English teacher to be somewhere in the range of A1-B1 
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of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. Before the perception 

test the English vowel symbols /e/, /æ/ and /ʌ/, which the majority of the participants had 

not seen before, were introduced. The author of the study wrote the symbols on the board 

and the students were told that the English /e/ is somewhat similar to the Czech /e/ – as an 

example the word red was used. The English vowel /æ/ was introduced on the model word 

rag. The students were told that the /æ/ is pronounced more openly than /e/. Finally, the 

vowel /ʌ/ was presented on the model word rug. Then all three model words, that is to say 

red, rag and rug were repeated several times. Then the participants were asked to fill in the 

heading of the form and the test itself could start. In each word the participants were 

supposed to circle one of the three vowels that they had heard (see appendix 4). Thanks to 

the piloting procedure the students seemed to have enough time during the test. 

Immediately after the task the students were taken one by one in a different room where 

the recording took place. The participants were instructed to slowly read the paper 

containing the set of seven English plus two Czech words. 

3.2 The Data Analysis and Results 

3.2.1 The Perception Test 

Evaluating the answer sheets was the first thing to do. A well-arranged table (See 

Appendix 2) was created and the answers from the answer sheets were written down on it. 

Then, using conditional formatting in Microsoft Excel, the background colour of the cells 

containing the right answer was made green; the background colour of the cells containing 

wrong answer was made red. As you can see in the Appendix 2 there were 30 words in the 

perception test divided into 6 blocks. The average number of mistakes was eleven out of 

thirty. The best three students made 5, 6 and 7 mistakes. 

We created two more tables (Table 7) using data from Appendix 2. The first one includes 

the minimal pairs with the vowel /æ/, the second the minimal pairs with the vowel /e/. Both 

tables use red colour for the wrong option and blue for the good one. Note that the three 

minimal pairs including vowel /ʌ/ are not included because identification of the vowel /ʌ/ 

is not the object of the research. 
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word bad bat had hat bag back lab lap cab cap badge batch Avg avg b.l. avg b.f. 

/æ/ 67% 17% 61% 28% 61% 33% 72% 56% 50% 44% 39% 28% 46% 58% 34% 

/e/ 33% 83% 39% 67% 39% 67% 28% 22% 39% 28% 61% 72% 48% 40% 56% 

/ʌ/ 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 22% 11% 28% 0% 0% 6% 2% 9% 

                                

word edge etch wed wet peg peck lead let dead debt said set Avg avg b.l. avg b.f. 

/æ/ 67% 39% 61% 50% 33% 11% 18% 0% 44% 33% 17% 11% 33% 42% 24% 

/e/ 28% 50% 39% 44% 67% 83% 72% 100% 56% 67% 83% 89% 65% 57% 72% 

/ʌ/ 6% 11% 0% 6% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 1% 4% 

Table 7: Minimal pairs with the vowel /æ/ and/e/. (avg means average, avg b.l. means average before lenis, 

avg b.f. means average before fortis) 

The upper table of the Table 7 suggests that 46% of students on average were able to 

identify the vowel /æ/. The success rate increased to 58% when the words containing the 

vowel /æ/ followed by a lenis consonant were only taken into consideration. On contrary, 

the success rate decreased to 34% when the words containing the vowel /æ/ followed by a 

fortis consonant were only taken into account. The word bat caused the most difficulties, 

where the vowel /æ/ was recognized by only 17% of the students. In the words hat and bat 

28% of the students identified the vowel /æ/. In contrast, the vowel /æ/ in the word lab was 

identified by 72% of students and in the word bad by 67% of the students. 

The lower table of Table 7 shows that the vowel /e/ was discriminated by 65% of students 

on average. The figure increased to 72% when considering the words containing /e/ 

followed by a fortis consonant only. On contrary, the success rate decreased to 57% when 

solely considering the words containing /e/ followed by a lenis consonant. The word edge 

caused the most difficulties because the vowel /e/ was identified by only 28% of the 

students. In contrast, the vowel /e/ in the word let was recognized by all, which was 100% 

of the students. 

3.2.2 The Production Task 

The program Praat version 5412 was used for the analysis. There were 162 words in total 

(9 words multiplied by 18 students) from which the F1 and F2 values needed to be 

extracted. The amount of data is not overwhelming, therefore we managed without a script 

for extracting formant automatically. As the author of this thesis believes, the benefit of 

extracting formants manually is in the better control over the experiment. 
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At first, each word was split into segments (Figure 5). When segmenting the following 

aspects were taken into consideration: the oscillogram, formant values (automatically 

diagnosed by Praat), the spectrogram and finally careful listening of the segments. After 

segmentation, roughly the middle of the vowel was selected in order to avoid the influence 

of the neighbouring consonants. Thereafter we extracted and wrote down the mean values 

of F1 and F2 from the final selection.  

Any problems were not encountered during the process of segmentation. It only takes time 

and had the data sample been larger, it would have been inevitable to use a script. 

 

/b/   /æ/     /t/ 

 

The final selection 

 

Figure 5: Segmentation of the word bat and extraction of the F1 value from the vowel /æ/ in the 

environment of the program Praat. 
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In appendix 1 F1 and F2 values of all 162 words are provided. For the purposes of the data 

analysis only the average F1 and F2 value of /æ/, /e/ and /a:/ of each participant were 

needed (see Table 8).  For example, the F1 and F2 values of the Czech vowel /a:/ were 

calculated as the average values of F1 and F2 that were extracted from the words máma 

and mák. 
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  /æ/ /e/ /a:/ 

  F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 

1M 687 1740 676 1606 915 1560 

2M 505 1788 497 1627 537 1551 

3M 625 1677 638 1574 710 1482 

4F 675 1777 678 1770 846 1547 

5F 844 1806 724 1770 865 1604 

6F 835 1832 719 1837 818 1519 

7F 719 1749 739 1575 783 1514 

8F 724 1748 714 1713 983 1748 

9F 777 1567 758 1690 926 1635 

10F 733 1695 720 1475 764 1558 

11F 765 1789 782 1715 809 1463 

12F 752 1886 779 1854 993 1623 

13F 795 1664 776 1618 827 1467 

14F 783 1654 796 1767 869 1540 

15F 759 1542 761 1610 801 1425 

16F 780 1713 812 1697 953 1563 

17F 837 1896 763 1802 949 1661 

18F 674 1907 660 1861 787 1538 

AVG 737 1746 722 1698 841 1555 
Table 5: List of F1 and F2 values of /æ/, /e/ and /a:/ of all participants. 1M means that the first participant is a 

male, 4F means 4
th

 participant is a female. 
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F2 

 

Graph 4: The vowel space occupied by English vowels /e/, /æ/ and the Czech vowel /a:/ produced by the 

respondents. 

Graph 4 illustrates the vowel space occupied by the three vowels. From Graph 4 it could be 

inferred that the English vowels /æ/ and /e/ pronounced by the Czech respondents occupy 

almost identical vowel space. In other words, there is no difference in quality between 

these two vowels. The F1 and F2 mean values of the two vowels in question of all 

participants were calculated; it was then concluded that the F1 and F2 values of the vowel 

/æ/, which were 737 and 1746 are about the same as the F1 and F2 value of the vowel /e/ 

that equal to 722 and 1698. In order to support this claim, precise statistics methods were 

carried out. Firstly, it was essential to know whether the data were normally distributed, 

therefore the Shapiro-Wilk test was used. The result showed that the test had not been run 

unnecessarily; the F1 of /æ/ column with less than 5% probability of error was not 

normally distributed, the F1 of /e/ column with less than 1% probability of error was not 

normally distributed. On the contrary, both F2 columns were normally distributed. T-test 

could only be applied to the normally distributed data so mathematics had to be used in 

order to create the normally distributed set from the set that is not normally distributed: the 

F1 values were transformed into a logarithmic form. Afterwards, the variance ratio test 

(Levene‟s test) was used to confirm that the variances were equal and then finally, two 
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sample t-tests with equal variances were run. The results confirmed the observation; the 

vowels /æ/ and /e/ produced by Czech users of English occupy the same vowel space (with 

the error probability of less than 5%). The results are statistically significant. 

Now when it seems, based on the obtained statistics result, that the participants‟ /e/ and /æ/ 

are the same, the attention can be turned to another question: how the respondents‟ /e/ and 

/æ/ differ from the English /e/ and /æ/ (see Graph 5). 

After excluding males from the data sample, calculating the main F1 values and comparing 

them with the female data provided by Deterding, it appears that the frontness of the /e/ 

and /æ/ produced by the respondents is approximately the same as the frontness of the 

native English. In other words, the F2 value of respondents‟ /e/ and /æ/ is 1748 Hz, 

respectively 1717 and the F2 value of the /æ/ pronounced by English is, based on 

Deterding (1990), 1759 Hz. Thus, the problem with the participants‟ pronunciation of /æ/ 

is not in frontness but in insufficient openness. 

The participant‟s /e/ deals with the exact opposite problem. The F2 value of participants‟ 

/e/ is 1717, which varies greatly from the Deterding‟s F2 value of /e/ that equals to 2287. 

That is to say the different frontness is indicated. But openness does not vary significantly 

when you compare the F1 value of participants‟ /e/, which is 745, and Deterding‟s F1 

value for /e/, which is 645. 

F2 

 

Graph 5: The quality difference between the CZ (Czech) /e/ produced by the respondents and the EN 

(English) /e/, /æ/ produced by natives; the data is taken from Deterding (1990). 
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Concerning the regional variant of the Czech vowel [aː] as you can see in Graph 6, our data 

indicates, the hypothesis that it is actually closer to the English /æ/ than to a standard 

Czech vowel /a:/. In other words, the collected data suggests the existence of such a 

regional variant. 

F2 

 

Graph 6:The vowel space occupied by participants‟[aː].  

Graph 7 graphically shows the F2 and F1 values of the English /e/ provided by Hawkins 

and Midgley (2005), /æ/ provided by Deterding (1990) and Hawkins Midgley (2005), the 

Czech /a:/ taken from Skarnitzl (2012) and, finally, the F2 and F1 values of /e/, /æ/, and 

[aː] of the respondents. 
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F2 

 

Graph 7: The vowel space occupied by participants‟ /e/, /æ/ and [aː] with respect to the native English /e/ and  

/æ/ and the native Czech vowel /a:/. 

3.2.3 Perception vs. Production 

From the perception test it was concluded that 46% of the participants were able to 

discriminate the vowel /æ/ correctly. The success rate decreased when pre-fortis shortening 

occurred (shorter /æ/ was more likely mixed up with /e/) and increased when pre-fortis 

shortening was not present. 

65% of the participants were able to identify the vowel /e/ correctly, the success rate 

increased when the pre-fortis shortening occurred and decreased when pre-fortis shortening 

was not present (longer /e/ was more likely mixed up with /æ/). 

We must also bear in mind that the participants were supposed to choose from three 

choices: /e/, /æ/, /ʌ/. 

Regarding production, our data suggests that the /e/ and /æ/ produced by the participants 

are the same. 

When considering the participants as a group and at the same time when looking at the 

perception and production tasks, it seems that even better discrimination skills of a vowel 
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/e/ does not have an effect on the pronunciation of /e/ and /æ/; since these two sounds tend 

to be pronounced in the same manner. 

Graph 8 illustrates the performance of the best three students from the perception test 

(those that misidentified only 5,6, or, respectively 7 items out of 30) in the production task. 

There are 21 points in graph 8 each representing one word pronounced by one participant 

or, in other words, there are 4 words in the production task with the vowel /æ/: bat, bad, 

pan and hat. Also, there are 3 words with a vowel /e/: let, lead (past participle) and pen. As 

each participant was to pronounce all these words, the total number of words is 21 (4 plus 

3 equals 7; 7 times 3 equals 21).Surprisingly their production abilities do not differ from 

the rest of the respondents. 

F2 

 

Graph 8: The vowel space of 21 words produced by the best 3 students from the perception task 

 

3.3 Discussion 

The first hypothesis from chapter 1 predicted that the participants would more likely 

identify the vowel /e/ correctly than the vowel /æ/. Using PAM terminology it appears to 

be the case of Goodness-Difference Category. Indeed 65% of the respondents identified 

the vowel /e/, while the vowel /æ/ was recognized by only 46% of the respondents. 

The prediction from the second hypothesis, however, doesn‟t seem to hold true. The 

prediction was that the English /e/ will be assimilated into the Czech /e/ and the English /æ/ 
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will be assimilated into the regional variant of the Czech [aː]. In PAM terms it will be the 

example of Two-Category Assimilation. These predictions clearly failed. 

The third hypothesis predicted that in the cases where /æ/ does not undergo reduction in 

length that is to say where it is not followed by a fortis consonant, the listeners should be 

able to identify the phoneme correctly using the feature [length] that is present in the 

Czech feature inventory for distinguishing the Czech vowels. This seems to be rather true 

because 58% of the listeners were able to discriminate the vowel /æ/ in words ending in a 

lenis consonant. 

The fourth hypothesis, in contrast with the third one, claimed that the participants would 

struggle in the words containing the vowel /æ/ that end in a fortis consonant. It also seems 

to be rather true because only 34% of the listeners were capable of identifying the vowel 

/æ/ correctly in this particular case. 

The fifth hypothesis was the last one concerning the [length] feature. It was suggested that 

the long variant of /e/ before lenis consonants could be mixed up with /æ/. Looking at the 

results it now seems that this actually happened. The longer variant of /e/ was classified as 

/e/ by 57% of the listeners, while 42% of the listeners wrongly classified the vowel /e/ as 

/æ/. Quite the opposite was observed in words with shorter variant of /e/. In these words 

ending in a fortis consonant, 72% of the participants classified the vowel /e/ correctly and 

only 24% classified it wrongly as the vowel /æ/. 

The final, but perhaps the most interesting hypothesis was based on an observation that the 

standard Czech /a:/ will be pronounced as [aː] in the south-west of Bohemia (the area 

where the data collection took place). As the allophonic transcription indicates the [aː] 

should be fronted and lowered and by lowered it is meant more open. This appears to be 

true, as can be clearly seen in Figure X in chapter 3.2.2. and in Table 6. The quality of the 

south-west [aː] is much closer to the English /æ/ described by Deterding (1990) or by 

Hawkings and Midgley (2005). 

F1 F2 Vowel 

732 1527 English /æ/ (1990) 

917 1473 English /æ/ (2005) 

697 1206 Czech /a:/ (2012) 

865 1560 South-west [aː] 
Table 6: The F1 and F2 values of the English /æ/, Standard Czech /a:/ and south-west Bohemian [aː] 
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The author of this thesis believes that better results from the production task as well as 

from the perception task might have been obtained, had it not been for the lack of 

knowledge of the IPA symbols /æ/ and /ʌ/. The short introduction just before the 

perception test was not enough and many students could have been confused during the 

following test. 
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4 CONCLUSION 
As far as the central topic of the thesis is concerned, the results did not come up with 

anything contra-intuitive. The result of this thesis simply suggests that the respondents, as 

a group, showed slightly better perception skills than the production skills. Even the 

relatively good perception skills in the case of the three top students did not enhance their 

production abilities. 

It was observed that the respondent, unlike the native English speakers, relied on [length] 

feature rather than on the spectral analysis. It was shown that there are cases in which this 

approach is really useful but there are also cases in which it could do more harm than good. 

The words from the perception task can be used to clarify the phenomenon and these 

words might be of some use in perception training as well. 

The most interesting finding seems to be the similar quality of the south-west bohemian 

[aː] produced by the participants and the English /æ/ produced by native English 

speakers.This finding could be used in teaching English, especially in south-west Bohemia. 

In accordance with the assumption, students could be easily instructed to pronounce the 

English /æ/ as the south-west Bohemian [aː]. For example they might be instructed to use 

the vowel from the Czech word mák (pronounced in the south-west Bohemian accent) 

when they are supposed to say the English word map. 
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6 APPENDIX 
 

  BAT LET HAT BAD LEAD PEN PAN MÁMA MÁK 

  F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 

1M 687 1727 667 1497 695 1768 687 1676 677 1620 683 1700 679 1790 819 1552 1011 1568 

2M 517 1753 564 1632 524 1716 516 1904 491 1563 436 1685 462 1780 438 1509 635 1592 

3M 644 1637 636 1612 620 1598 642 1731 639 1520 638 1589 595 1743 707 1430 713 1533 

4F     680 1760 675 1777 674 1748 671 1696 684 1853 676 1805 833 1504 858 1589 

5F 1062 1721 718 1768 847 1512 700 2100 693 1642 761 1901 765 1891 873 1643 856 1564 

6F 866 1940 747 1797 821 1865 758 1754 717 1821 692 1893 893 1769 759 1531 877 1506 

7F 713 1735 726 1552 702 1743 712 1713 740 1547 751 1625 748 1803 825 1427 740 1600 

8F 680 1940 757 1958 776 1935 714 1602 697 1656 689 1525 725 1516 989 1666 976 1830 

https://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/wells/formants/index.htm
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9F 813 1126 750 1685 777 1571 717 2107 709 1525 815 1860 801 1465 921 1641 930 1628 

10F 710 1670 711 1452 747 1758 782 1746 746 1522 704 1451 692 1604 771 1531 756 1585 

11F 756 1852 814 1667 807 1790 793 1767 796 1679 735 1799 705 1746 860 1524 757 1402 

12F 758 1873 797 1835 771 1877 755 1937 713 1823 828 1905 722 1856 999 1632 986 1614 

13F 820 1748 824 1535 771 1751 783 1611 783 1782 721 1538 807 1546 811 1435 842 1499 

14F 842 1368 804 1953 784 1944 780 1845 794 1817 789 1530 725 1460 828 1629 910 1450 

15F 781 1774 789 1618 694 1292 788 1477 793 1407 700 1804 771 1623 711 1430 890 1419 

16F 799 1703 814 1758 788 1777 788 1711 836 1554 787 1780 746 1662 921 1534 984 1592 

17F 896 1912 831 1801 792 1923 829 1897 649 1695 809 1909 832 1850 960 1621 938 1701 

18F 659 1904 649 1772 671 1963 660 1875 663 1939 669 1873 706 1885 742 1539 832 1537 

Appendix 1 
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St. Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 Mst. 

1 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 3 12 

2 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 21 

3 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 2 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 14 

4 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 2 9 

5 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 10 

6 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 3 1 5 

7 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 10 

8 2 1 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 10 

9 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1 14 

10 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 3 1 12 

11 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 3 3 7 

12 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 1 11 

13 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 13 

14 1 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 6 

15 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 2 3 3 11 

16 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 1 9 

17 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 1 10 

18 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 15 

                                                                

Sol. 2 1 3 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 1   

Appendix 2 
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Appendix 3 
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Percepční test 

 

věk: pohlaví: délka studia 

AJ: 

s rodilými mluvčími jsem v 

kontaktu: 

 

a) každý den 

b) 3x týdně 

c) 3x měsíčně 

d) nemám žádný 

kontakt 

e) jiné ____________ 

televizi, filmy nebo seriály 

v angličtině sleduji: 

a) každý den 

b) 1x až 3x týdně 

c) 1x až 3x měsíčně 

d) nesleduji 

e) jiné ____________ 

 

Popis testu: Uslyšíte 34 slov rozdělených do bloků 1-6. Blok jedna slouží k nácviku 

testu a bloky 2-6 tvoří samotný test. Mezi jednotlivými bloky bude krátká 

pauza. Každé slovo zazní dvakrát. Následující slovo je oznámeno 

zvonečkem. 

Instrukce: Na základě poslechu zakroužkujte vždy jen jednu samohlásku u každé 

položky. Vybírejte možnost, kterou skutečně slyšíte, ne tu, o které se 

domníváte, že by měla do daného slova patřit. 

nácvik (blok 1)  blok 2  blok 3 

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

  æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

  æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

     

blok 4  blok 5  blok 6 

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  

æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ   æ  -  e  -   ʌ  
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